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Special declaration 

Notice: The vacuum cleaner herein is for domestic usage and 
shall not be used in any factory or other business places. 
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The Instruction Manual and Warranty Card clarify the agreement between the company 

and the users on the incurring and termination of quality assurance liabilities and the 

rights and obligations during the after-sales services. Please read the Instruction Manual 

carefully before using the product. If the vacuum cleaner is damaged due to abuse, 

negligence, improper use or absence of factory accessories, the user will be deprived of 

the right to receive any after-sales service, and all warranty application will be declined 

by Russell Taylors Service Center. In addition, this publication shall not be reproduced, 

stored in any retrieval system or disseminated in any form without the permission and 

authorization of the Company. 



Guidelines on safe use

This product is powered by a 25.9V DC lithium battery, and all other battery 
models shall be avoided.
In case of any abnormality in the battery, please don’t start the product and 
contact our After-Sales Department for timely replacement. 
When plugging in/out the power line, please hold the power plug of charging 
seat to avoid a forceful pull or twist. 

Please observe the basic safety prevention measures during using, 
including but not limited to the followings (Please read all the following 
safety tips carefully before using): 

Warning: 
To reduce potential fire risks, electric shock or injury, please 
observe the above rules 

  

 

Power supply
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During use 
1、Please do not use this machine outdoors or in humid places, or grasp it with wet hands.
2、If the machine is damaged due to collision or falling, placed outdoors or fallen into water, 
please stop using and send it to the service center authorized by Russell Taylors for 
inspection. 
3、To avoid blocking, please don’t put large objects into the suction nozzle of vacuum 
cleaner. Keep the suction nozzle away from lint, hair and other objects that may cause a 
blockage. 
4、To avoid injury during using, keep your hair, clothes, fingers and other body parts away 
from the suction nozzle and movable parts. 
5、Avoid sucking in any burning or smoking garbage, such as cigarette ends, matches, soot 
and other objects. 
6、Do not use the vacuum cleaner to clean flammable substances or liquids, such as gasoline 
or the places where there may be gasoline, kerosene, paint, alcohol, detergent, etc. 
7、Do not use the vacuum cleaner before installing the filter. 
8、Please turn off the machine before connecting or replacing any accessories. 
9、Keep the vacuum cleaner indoors and use it in dry rooms only. 
10、Using of unknown batteries may result in damage of motor or injury of user, so please 
use the recommended batteries. 
11、Do not use it for other purposes unless otherwise specified in the manual. 
12、Do not use the vacuum cleaner as a toy. If there are children in the using environment, 
please pay special attention to the using safety. 
13、Be careful when cleaning stairs. 
14、To prevent injury and accident, please contact with the After-Sales Service Center of
 Russell Taylors for repair if the vacuum cleaner is damaged.                             
15、 Please use the machine correctly according to the manual. Only the accessories
 recommended by the manufacturer can be used for this product.



Introduction to product components

Dust cup

Dust cup lock

Aluminum tube lock

Floor brush lock

Battery lock

Speed-adjustment button

Battery pack

 Switch button 

Electric floor brush 
with plush roller bar

Mop kit Mattress brush 2-in-1 bristle 
brush

Long crevice 
nozzle

Aluminum tube

Machine body

Release button of dust cup

Adapter
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Microfibre mop pads (x4)

Wall-mounting
bracket



 Installation of electric floor brush/mop kit
As shown in the figure, align the electric floor brush or mop kit to the extension tube connector,
push it gently. The installation is finished when a “click” is heard (for disassembly, just press the 
lock button as shown in the figure, and pull it downward). 

 Installation of extension aluminum tube 
The machine can be used as a vertical cleaner when you connect it with one end of the 
extension aluminum tube (The machine is installed successfully if a “click” is heard) 
and the floor brush or other accessories with the other end (as shown in the figure): 
Or connect the machine with a floor brush to clean the hard ground such as floor 
and ceramic tiles or undercoat carpet.

Or connect the crevice nozzle or bristle brush to clean the area (such as 
ceiling, curtain and air conditioning inlet) that is hard to clean. (During disassembly, 
just press the lock button in the figure to pull it away) 

 Installation of crevice nozzle/bristle brush
As shown in the figure, align the crevice nozzle to the machine body connector, and push 
it gently. The installation is finished when a “click” is heard (for disassembly, just press 
the lock button showed in the figure and pull it downward). 

Product installation and disassembly

※

※

Or connect the machine with a mop kit to clean the hard ground such as floor 
and ceramic tiles 

※
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Removal of dust cup
Press the lock button of the dust cup, rotate the dust cup in the direction as 
shown in the figure, and pull down the dust cup.Remove the inner parts one by one

Installation, disassembly of product
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Align the stainless filter case with the gap of dust cup and put it in. 
Make sure the bottom of the stainless filter is located right in the middle 
of dust cup cover.

• Put all filter elements back into the stainless filter case, and assemble the dust cup 
   to the machine body. 

Installation of dust cup

• 
• 

• 



After installing all the parts, press the 
switch button to start the cleaner. 
(button in the figure) 

The three gears of suction power can be 
selected in turn as needed by pressing 
the speed adjustment button. 

 

 

 (button in the figure) 

Connect the power adapter with the charging 
interface in battery pack, and connect the 
power supply to start charging. (as shown in 
the figure) 
The indicator lights will flash when the 
machine is charging, and the power of 
machine is full when the indicator lights are 
always on.

Start of cleaner

Adjustment of suction power

Condition of charging and indicator light 
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4-5
hours

Use of the product 

Use of the product

Notice:Please use original 30V    0.5A charger ! 

③



Use of accessories

Suitable for cleaning the hard surface such as floor and ceramic tiles and the undercoat carpet

※Examples of using scenarios※

Quick cleaning due to built-in independent motor and large fluffy roller brush.
   Flexible cleaning due to horizontal rotation (270°) and vertical rotation (90°)

Cleaning of dark and dead angles due to the front LED light.

Introduction and use method of accessories

Suitable for cleaning fabric such as Mattress and sofa

※Examples of use scenarios ※

Driven by built-in independent motor, the roller can pat and rotate at a high speed, clean 
particles such as pollen, acarid and hair on the deep layer of bedding and is good for the 
sleeping health of the whole family.

Suitable for cleaning the hard surface such as floor and ceramic tiles

※Examples of using scenarios※

Quick dust removal due to independent dual motors and two high-power rotating mops,
vacuuming and mopping simultaneously.
Flexible cleaning due to horizontal rotation (270°) and vertical rotation (90°).
Cleaning of dark and dead angles due to the front LED light.

Introduction and use method of accessories

Suitable for cleaning various household seams and narrow positions in the car  

※Examples of use scenarios ※

Deeply clean the household dead angles such as sofa seam,supporter, window 
corner, car interior and other inaccessible seams. 

Suitable for cleaning the positions that need hair brush such as curtain
car interior and air conditioner 

※Examples of use scenarios ※

One-key extensible brush can suck and clean simultaneously and remove dust efficiently.
Slim and soft hair brush can clean the fiber and other household soft decorations.

  The fine hair brush can clean small seams and meet the refined cleaning requirement. 
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• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
• 

• 

• 

• 

The wall-mounting bracket is for hanging the vacuum when not in use.
Assembly requires a hole of 8mm diameter and roughly 30mm depth, then insert 
the expansion pipe into the hole. Once everything is in place, fix the bracket on 
the wall with screws. Ensure the location is safe to drill before drilling any holes.

• 
• 



Daily storage

Machine cleaning

 
For long-time storage, please place the machine in cool and dry place, and avoid direct 
sunlight or humidity 

 

As shown in the figure, press the release button of dust cup to open the cup cover and 
dump the dust. 

 

 
     How to dump dust and clean the dust cup

 
     

Replace or clean the filter

During using
Please do not approach to the heater such as radiator and butt

Before using
To prevent damage caused by collision, please remove large and sharp objects. Don’t use it 
for any inflammable objects or liquids, such as gasoline, cigarette or alcohol

Precautions and product maintenance 

※

※
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 Outlet HEPA

• Push the lock button of outlet HEPA filter and remove it. Clean the HEPA filter with
   soft hair brush.

Release button
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• Remove the dust cup from the machine body (refer to the previous removal instruction)

 
Notice: Before using, please ensure all filters are installed 
in correct position 

• Clean the filter case and the filter with soft hair brush or 
   put them in water for washing

• Reinstall the filter after it is dry. We suggest washing it when the suction gets weak.

Replace or clean the power brush and mattress brush

• The cleaning head needs to be cleaned after using for a long time.

• Spin the button to unlock, take out the roller brush to clean and exchange!

 

 

 

Power brush Mattress brush

Precautions and product maintenance

Inlet HEPA



 ※Common faults and solutions

S/N 

1

2

3

4

Fail to work

Fail to suck dust or weak 
suction power

Dust leakage 

Fail to suck and suddenly off

The battery is out of power

1、The inlet Hepa is filled with dust

2、The battery power is low

1、The dust cup is filled with dust

2、 The battery power is low

The inlet Hepa is filled with dust 

Check whether the battery has 
power or needs replacement
Clean the inlet Hepa or replace
Connect the power adapter 
for charging

2、Connect the power adapter 
for charging

Clean the inlet Hepa or replace it 

If the three LED-lights on the battery pack turn red and 
flash, it may have the following faults 

1、Clean the dust cup and install 
it correctly

 
Common indication faults of fault indicating lamp 

    If the internal temperature of machine is too high, the machine will start the overheat 
     protection function and be shut down automatically and the three LED-lights turn red 
     and flash. Restart the machine after its body is cool and it will recover to normal.

The machine will be short-circuited and shut down automatically after sucking 
liquid, and the three LED-lights will turn red and flash quickly. Please don’t start/
shut down the machine repeatedly. Remove the battery for recharging and restart 
the machine after troubleshooting.

    When the host motor is blocked by foreign matters, the machine will be shut down automatically. 
     Please restart after removing the foreign matters.

    If the floor brush is blocked by foreign matters, the machine will not be shut down automatica
     -lly, but the three LED-lights will turn red and flash; shut down the machine,remove the foreign 
     matters in the floor brush, and press the switch button again to start the machine.

※Product parameters

Common faults and product 
parameters

Rated power

Battery configuration 

Charging time 

Noise level

Outline dimension 

Weight (net/gross weight) 

Capacity of dust cup 

350W

Li-ion 2200mAh 25.2V

4~5H

78dB

1150×260×210mm

4.2kg/6.1kg

500ml

※

※

※

※

    When the battery power is low or out of power, the three LED-lights will turn red and flash, 
     please charge immediately.
※
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Problem Possible cause Solution

Suction Maximum Suction Power 30,000PA                      

  Using time              60mins--Eco,25-28mins--Mid,13-15mins--High


